ExtractFCSKeywords Documentation
Description:

Extracts keyword(s) value(s) from a Flow Cytometry Standard
(FCS) file.

Author:

Josef Spidlen (jspidlen@bccrc.ca)
Please see the gp-flowcyt-help Google Group
(https://groups.google.com/a/broadinstitute.org/forum/#!forum/gpflowcyt-help) for help regarding these modules. If you have a
GenePattern specific question, please feel free to contact
GenePattern at gp-help@broadinstitute.org

Summary
Specific metadata information (data about data) is usually stored in FCS data files as
part of the TEXT segment in the form of keyword/value pairs. This can include
information such as date and time of data acquisition, description of measured cells,
comments, type and/or serial number of cytometer used, name of the operator, tube or
plate identification, excitation wavelength and power for measured channels, types and
voltages of detectors used, identification of the sample/specimen and its source, and/or
volume of the sample run during data acquisition. This information can be lost during
certain analytical steps, especially during conversion from FCS to another file format,
such as CSV.
This module can be used to extract and save the information in all keyword/value pair(s)
so that it can be added back later. The keywords value pairs can either be stored as a
CSV file (default) or as an FCS text segment chunk in a text file.
For more information on the FCS file format, see the FCS 3.1 File Standard (PDF).

Usage
Maximum memory and processing time was estimated based on processing an FCS file
with 1,000,000 events and 24 parameters stored as FCS 3.0 in the floating point data
type.
• Maximum RAM: 1.2 GB

• Maximum run time: 20 seconds
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Parameters
Name

Description

Input FCS data
file

The input FCS data file from which the module will extract
keyword/value pairs.

Keywords
output mode

The file format to be used to store the extracted keywords/value
pairs. Use one of:

Keywords
output file name

•

CSV file (default): the keyword will be stored as a CSV
file with two columns, keyword and value

•

Text file with FCS text segment chunk: the keywords will
be stored in a text file in the FCS text segment format;
see the FCS specification for details on the FCS text
segment format

The name for the output file containing the keyword/value pairs.
The name of the input FCS file is the default value here. The
extension will be either .csv or .txt.

Output Files
1. Extracted keyword/value pairs
A file with the extracted keyword/value pairs in it. Depending on the Keywords
output mode parameter, these may be saved as a CSV file with two columns
(keyword and value) or as a text file containing the FCS TEXT segment chunk.

Platform Dependencies
Module type:

Flow Cytometry

CPU type:

any

OS:

any

Language:

Java (1.6 minimum)

GenePattern Module Version Notes
Date

Version

7/13/2012 v.2

Description
ExtractFCSKeywords v.2 added fix for parsing empty keyword
values
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